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Abstract

Aim: Adult psychopathology is principally assessed with self-report measures. The person
assessed frequently offers a biased perspective of self. People knowing the person well
(informants) usually view the person being assessed more realistically. The aim of this study
was to compare respondents and informants perspectives in the Albanian adult population.
Methods: Adult psychopathology in this study was assessed using two widely known
psychometric measures of Achenbach System of Empirically Based Assessment (ASEBA):
Adult Self Report for Ages 18-59 (ASR) and Adult Behavior Checklist for Ages 18-59
(ABCL). Normative data were collected in an epidemiological cross-sectional design
including a nationwide representative sample of 1500 individuals (750 respondents and 750
informants).
Results: We calculated correlations between adult respondents and informants reports
of problems for the full sample. High correlations were obtained both for the global scale
(r=0.83) and for the eight syndrome scales (range from r=0.58 to r=0.84) in the sample.
Tests of mean level differences showed that respondents self-reported significantly more
Internalizing Problems (P<0.05) compared to informants reports. In contrary, informants
reported significantly higher levels of Externalizing Problems (P<0.001) compared to
respondents self-reports.
Conclusion: Our findings indicate that both parties perceive more their own discomfort
and suffering than that of the other one. These findings can be described, among other
things, by the traditional behavioral rules in the Albanian society. This study also confirmed
the ASEBA instruments as valid and suitable tools for practical use in Albania.

Keywords: ABCL, ASR, collateral report, cross-informant agreement, psychopathology, self-
report
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Introduction
Assessment of adult psychopathology relies mostly
on data obtained from the person being assessed.
The data are obtained through different methods, but
typically through self-report measures, questionnaire
forms, or structured interviews (1). Assessment
decisions using self-report are much more source
dependent, because they rely exclusively on the
perspective of the patient (2), which can be affected
by memory problems, confusion, a distorted self-
image and the denial or failure to recognize personal
characteristics, or problematic manifestations (3,4).
While trying to assess for symptoms of psycho-
pathology, clinicians note that there are cases when
the respondent s (defined as the person being
assessed) answers, are an inadequate basis for
making assessment decisions. Reports from people
who know well the person being assessed (defined
as informants) are likely to be sought when self-
reports are questionable, owing to cognitive
limitations, substance use or addressing other similar
issues (5). In order to develop a comprehensive
assessment, data from multiple informants are
obtained with parallel self-report and collateral-
reports (defined as reports from informants) and
they can be compared, aggregated and used in many
different ways (6). Therefore parallel instruments
were developed for people who know well the
person being assessed and can report on their
behalf.
Agreements/disagreements between ratings
obtained from the person being assessed and
different informants who have different perspectives
on the people being assessed are defined as cross-
informant agreements/disagreements (5).
From an outside perspective, it seems like the
problem of the lack or distortion of information
reported from the person who is being assessed is
solved by asking an informant s report, but
discrepancies are often found between self-reports
and reports by others regarding symptoms of
psychopathology (6,7). Even if we expect that self-
reports and other ratings on the observed samples

of behavior should be similar, usually discrepant
parallel reports are gathered, which then makes it
difficult to properly assess an individual s psycho-
logical functioning in clinical settings (8).
There are a variety of factors related to discre-
pancies, and various theories have been proposed
to explain the meaning behind discrepant reports (9).
Each informant s ratings are apt to be affected by
such factors as the characteristics of the informant,
the nature of the relationship with the respondent,
the situation in which the respondent is observed.
Another difference to be considered is also the
difference between the roles of informants (e.g.
spouse/partner, siblings, parents, etc.) because even
informants who have nominally similar roles with the
person being assessed may nevertheless differ in
how they rate the person being assessed because
of differences in personal characteristics or
knowledge of the person s behavior (7).
By comparing self-ratings with collateral-ratings,
clinicians can identify similarities and differences
between reports which could assist in identifying
problems that are not recognized or are not reported
by the respondent, but that are recognized and
reported by informants (7). Cross-informant
comparisons can also be used to determine the
degree to which particular problems are reported by
all informants versus only one or few of informants,
in order to indicate that the problems are relatively
specific to certain situations or to certain interaction
partners (6,7).
Studies have indicated that discrepancies between
respondents and informants reports may be of
interests, because if analyzed properly they might
reflect underlying problems that contribute to
individual s psychopathology (10). If discrepant
reports are conceptualized in this way, they can
prove useful information and may lead to more
accurate assessments of individual psychological
functioning (8). For example, if the informant
chosen by the respondent is a sibling or a parent,
the clinician might combine the information given
by each, to create an idea of their relationship and
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how it would be helpful to be incorporated to the
conceptualization of the individual s symptomatology
and treatment plan (6,7).
It is important to note that during assessment of
adults who seek mental health services for
themselves, it may be impractical to request
assessment data from other informants, because
adults might refuse to grant permission to obtain data
from people who know them. This means that
there might be practical obstacles to multi informant
assessment of adults for clinical or research
purposes (5).
Usually, agreements among informants tend to be
modest, but nevertheless each informant may
contribute useful information about different aspects
of a person s functioning (6). Often discrepancies
may be found between self-reports and informant-
reports, but if analyzed properly and conceptualized
positively, they can shed light to different aspects of
psychopathology. Achenbach stated (6,7), that it is
strongly recommended to use data from multiple
informants in order to advance clinical assessment
and the search for causes and cures of psycho-
pathology.
To date, Thomas Achenbach is among the few
researchers who chose to rely constantly in cross-
informant approach in assessing people psychopa-
thological functioning. The Achenbach System of
Empirically Based Assessment (ASEBA) constitutes
an all-inclusive evidence-based assessment system
assessing competencies, adaptive functioning, social,
emotional, and behavior problems of individuals from
an age of 1.5 years to 90 years. One of the most
distinguishing features of ASEBA is that it provides
comparisons of information obtained about people s
functioning from parallel questionnaires completed
by different informants. ASEBA instruments are
consistently used for clinical assessment, outcome
evaluations, epidemiological survey and research
(11). All the ASEBA forms are constructed on the
same basic principle, an empirically based approach
to taxonomy and assessment of adaptive and
maladaptive functioning (12).

For the purpose of this study we will be using the
ASEBA parallel form for assessing adults of age 18-
59 years: The Adult Self-Report for Ages 18-59
(ASR) and Adult Behavior Checklist for ages 18-
59 (ABCL). These parallel forms facilitate
comparisons between adults perceptions of their
own psychological functioning (completing ASR) and
a close person s report of the respondent psycholo-
gical functioning (completes ABCL) (11,12).
The current study aimed to compare data obtained
from respondent and close informants on adult s
emotional, social and behavioral problems using
ASEBA adult forms in the Albanian general
population. For the purpose of comparison, we
sought data from parents, children, siblings, spouses/
partners, friends and relatives of the person being
assessed. Our analyses on cross-informant
agreements were intended to examine the consis-
tency between adult s self-report and close
informant s ratings of adults emotional and behavior
problems. It was expected that Albanian adults
would have a moderate to high level of agreement
with their close informants. It was also expected that
levels of agreements would be higher for ratings of
adults internalizing behavior problems relative to
their externalizing behavior problems.

Methods
This was a cross-sectional study covering the time
period 2013-2014.

Participants
Normative data were collected in an epide-
miological cross-sectional design. A total of
N=1500; 750 respondents and 750 informants from
nationally demographically representative distri-
bution participated in this study. The sample
represents the population of Albania regarding three
demographic variables: gender, age and counties
based on Census 2011 data (13). The respondents
sample participating in this study were stratified by
two age groups (18-35 and 36-59 years old),
gender, 12 Albanian counties and area (urban and
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rural) in order to guarantee the representativeness of
the Albanian population. The sample of respondents
aged 18-59 years (mean age M=37.32, SD=12.75),
comprised n=377 men (50.3%) and n=373 women
(49.7%). They were all invited to self-report on their
psychological functioning by completing ASR.  After
completing the ASR, each respondent was asked to
nominate a close person who knew them well (an
informant) to complete a parallel form describing the
psychological functioning of the respondent. If the
respondent granted informed consent, an interviewer
contacted the informant to complete the informant
version of the questionnaire.
The informants sample aged 18-59 years (mean age
M=35.09, SD=12.77) comprised n=299 males
(39.9%) and n=451 females (60.1%). They were
all invited to complete the ABCL about an 18-59
year old person they knew well who nominated the
informant to give a collateral-report on the
respondent s psychological functioning. There were
750 matched pairs of answered questionnaires
divided into groups by the kind of the relationship.
Informant reports were taken from a spouse/partner
(39%), friend or known person (21%), sibling (15%),
child (13%), parent (6%) and relative (5%).

Instruments
The ASEBA for adults of age 18-59 years consists
of two parallel questionnaires: The Adult Self-Report
(ASR) and The Adult Behavior Checklist (ABCL)
that facilitate comparisons between people s
perceptions of their own psychological functioning
and other people s perceptions of their psychological
functioning (12).
The ASR and ABCL for adults were introduced in
Albania in 2015 and will be currently used in mental
health services, such as clinics, community mental
health centers, substance abuse treatment settings,
educational settings, children s services, forensic
settings such as courts, division programs, medical
settings and outcome evaluations (11). ASR and
ABCL have proven to be reliable and valid
measures for gathering self-reported and collateral

information regarding adaptive and maladaptive
psychological functioning of adults (9,14,15). The
ASR and ABCL for ages 18-59, assess behavioral,
emotional, and social problems, including also
adaptive functioning, substance use and personal
strengths (12).
The ASR questionnaire has to be completed by the
adult that is being assessed, while the ABCL has to
be completed by the informant chosen by the
respondent, to report on their behalf. Both forms are
divided into two main sections and the norms for all
the scales that they comprise are constructed for
two age groups: 18-35 years and 36-59 years (12).
The first part of the instruments assesses the adult s
level of adaptive functioning. The second part
consists of 123 problem items for which the
respondent and the informant rate the emotional,
social and behavioral problems concerning each item
on a 3-point Likert scale with 0 corresponding to
not true, 1 corresponding to somewhat or

sometimes true, and 2 corresponding to very
true or often true. Via factor-analytic methods,
eight empirically based syndrome scales are derived:
Anxious/Depressed (18 items), Withdrawn (9
items), Somatic Complaints (12 items), Thought
Problems (10 items), Attention Problems (15 items),
Aggressive Behavior (15 items), Rule-Breaking
Behavior (14 items), and Intrusive (6 items) (12).
Furthermore, the syndromes are grouped into two
main grouping of problems: (I) Externalizing
Problems including: aggressive behavior, rule-
breaking behavior, and intrusive and (II) Inter-
nalizing Problems including anxious/depressed,
withdrawn, somatic complaints. The questionnaires
also include a Critical Items scale (19 items) and
an Other Problem scale (21 items). Summation of
all the scales yields a Total Problems score (12).

Translation and back-translation procedures
In order for instruments to be used in another
language, they must be forwardly translated, back
translated and culturally adapted and validated in
the culture of interest (16). These procedures are
consistent with the Guidelines for Translating and
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Adapting Tests (17), and the Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing (18,19). The
forward translation of ASEBA measures was
performed by an interdisciplinary group composed
of psychologists, public health professionals,
education specialists, English professors, graduate
students in psychology and a person having no
background in any of the above mentioned fields.
The translation focused on retaining the original
wording and containing the meaning of the Albanian
language. The group of professionals appraised the
ASR and ABCL item-by-item and provided detailed
feedback on each item s wording and meanings. This
feedback was then included in the ASR and ABCL
questionnaires in order to produce their Albanian
versions (16). Even though the Albanian language
contains dialects that vary somewhat by geographic
regions, the translation was based on the standar-
dized Albanian language (20), which can be
generalizable to all Albanian-speaking regions. A
native English speaker translator who knew
Albanian very well then performed a back-translation
of the Albanian version of ASR and ABCL. The
original English and the back translations were
reviewed by the experts and researcher to revise
ambiguous or misleading items. Finally, the group of
experts revised item by item all forward translations
and back-translation, leading to the final Albanian
version of ASR and ABCL. This procedure provided
a culturally sensitive version of two widely used
instruments to measure adult s psychological
functioning. The standardized Albanian version of the
instruments remained as close to the original English
versions as possible which ensured validity and
reliability when comparing English-speaking
populations with Albanian-speaking populations (21).

Results
The data in this study were analyzed through the
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS),
version 21.0. A total of N=1500 participants aged
18-59 years completed ASR and ABCL. Response
rates were excellent for both measures with no

excluded forms from the analysis.
In order to check the reliability of the Albanian
version of the ASR and ABCL, we computed the
internal consistency, using the Cronbach s Alpha
coefficient as an indicator of internal consistency
(22,23). For the Albanian version of ASR, alpha
coefficient for Total Problems was 0.96, and alphas
for Internalizing and Externalizing Problems were
>0.91 and >0.93, showing an excellent internal
consistency. The mean alpha scores for the other
scales ranged from 0.50 to 0.89. Particularly,
Aggressive Behavior, Anxiety/Depression, Attention
Problems, Rule-Breaking Behavior and Somatic
Complaints had very good internal consistency
(alphas ranged between 0.80 and 0.89). Whereas
Withdrawn, Intrusive, Social Desirability and Critical
Items had acceptable internal consistency (alpha
values between 0.72 and 0.79). Other Problems
(alpha 0.68) showed questionable internal consis-
tency while Thought Problems had the lowest
internal consistency (alpha 0.50).
For the Albanian version of ABCL, alpha coefficient
for Total Problems was 0.97, while the alphas for
Internalizing and Externalizing Problems were >0.91
and >0.94, respectively. The mean alpha scores for
the other scales ranged from 0.61 to 0.92.
Particularly, Anxious/Depressed, Attention Problems
and Critical Items had very good internal consis-
tency (alphas ranged between 0.81 and 0.89). The
Aggressive Behavior scale ( =0.92), showed an
excellent internal consistency, whereas Withdrawn,
Somatic Complaints, Rule-Breaking Behavior,
Intrusive, Other Problems and Social Desirability had
acceptable internal consistency (alpha values
between 0.71 and 0.79). Thought Problems had the
lowest internal consistency (alpha 0.61).
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), were used to
test the fit of self-ratings and collateral-ratings in
the Albanian sample to the eight syndrome model
which derived from 123 items, 99 of which loaded
significantly on the syndromes. We hypothesized
that the ASR and ABCL syndrome model would
be supported by our CFAs of self-ratings and
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collateral-ratings by adults in the Albanian sample. The
primary fit (Index Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation) showed good fit for the ASR (.026)
and ABCL (.029) total sample. RMSEA were
computed for men and women subsamples. With ASR
values range from .024 for men and .022 for women,
and ABCL values ranging from .024 for women and
.027 for men. RMSEA indicated a good model fit for
both genders in both forms in the Albanian sample.
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Tucker Lewis Index
(TLI) were also computed secondary to the RMSEA.
We referred to the ranges presented by Marsh et al.
(24), to estimate the CFI and TLI values. CFI values
for ASR ranged from .914 for the total sample; .920
for men and .932 for women, while CFI values for
ABCL ranged from .939 for the total sample; .953
for women and .947 for men. TLI values for ASR
ranged from .911 for the total sample; .930 for women
and 917 for men. For the ABCL, TLI values ranged
from .938 for the total sample; .946 for men and .951
for women. CFI and TLI values indicated a good
model fit for both genders in both forms in the
Albanian sample and subsamples.
To address the cross-agreement indices between self-
reports and collateral reports we calculated
correlations between, and assessed mean differen-
ces in respondents and informants reports of problems
for the full sample.
The Pearson correlation coefficient is the most
commonly used statistic to assess agreement between
self-reports and informants reports on psychological
functioning. It provides information about the order
or relative standing of scores from two informants
(25). For these reason Pearson correlations between
respondents and informants scores were computed
to examine the cross-informant agreement. Respon-
dents and informants reports were correlated
signiûcantly and positively for all scales (Table 1).
Correlation between respondents ASR and informants

ABCL scores were positive and ranged from
moderately high to high. High correlation among
respondents reports and informants reports was
found for the Total Problems scale (r=0.83). Also high
correlations were found for Internalizing Problems
(r=0.84) including Anxiety/Depression scale (r=0.81),
Withdrawn (r=0.76) and Somatic Complaints (r=0.80).
Respondents and informants reports correlated
moderately high for the Externalizing Problems
(r=0.77) including Aggressive Behavior scale r=0.76,
Rule-Breaking Behavior (r=0.73) and Intrusive
(r=0.64) which had the lowest correlation. Moderately
high correlations were also found for Attention
Problems (r=0.79), Critical Items scale (r=0.76) and
Other Problems (r=0.74). Thought Problems had the
lowest correlation coefficient (r=0.58).
Because correlations do not provide information about
the direction of the differences between self-reports
and informants reports we examined mean differen-
ces between respondents and informants for all
scales conducting paired samples t-tests to investigate
the magnitude of the cross-informants agreement.
Effect sizes were calculated using Cohen s d (26)
(Table 1). Paired samples t-tests showed that
respondents reported more symptoms on: Somatic
Complaints scale t(749)=2.389, P<0.05, d=.056;
Thought Problems scale t(749) = 2.746, P<0.01,
d=.092; Attention Problems t(749)=3.577, P<0.001,
d=.088; Other Problems scale t(749)=9.416, P<0.001,
d=.257; compared to their close persons. On the
contrary paired sample t-tests showed that infor-
mants reported more symptoms on: Externalizing
Problems t(749)= -10.922, P<0.001, d=.275 including
Aggressive Behavior t(749)= -3.878, P<0.001,
d=.088; Rule-Breaking Behavior t(749)= -18.435,
P<0.001, d=.493; Intrusive t(749)= -8.737, P<0.001,
d=.271. No significant differences among respon-
dents and informants reports were found for the
other scales.
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Discussion
ASEBA adults parallel forms are among the most
widely used assessment instruments for adult
emotional, social and behavioral problems and has
a proven multicultural factor structure in many
developed societies and a few developing societies
(11). The aim of this study was to compare data
obtained from respondent and close informants on
adult s emotional, social and behavioral problems
using ASEBA adult forms.
One of the most important factors when evaluating
the quality of the results from this study refers to
the study population s representativeness which
was achieved. Our findings are based on data
obtained from a population-based sample of
nationally representative adults aged 18-59 years.
To assess the reliability of the Albanian version of
the ASR and ABCL, the internal consistency was
conducted. Most of the scales of the original form
for adults had adequate internal consistency. The
mean Cronbach s alpha was 0.80 for the ASR
syndrome scales, and 0.81 for the ABCL syndrome
scales.
This study tested the generalizability of the eight
syndrome scales of ASR and ABCL for assessing

Table 1. Descriptive statistics, correlations and comparisons between respondents and
ASR and informants ABCL score for the total sample

 
ASR 

 
ABCL

  
ES 

   
Scales M SD M SD d t(749) P-value

 
r 

Anxiety/Depression .50 .35 .48 .38 .035 1.513 .131 .81 
Withdrawn .52 .35 .53 .38 .032 -1.279 .201 .76 
Somatic Complaints .28 .30 .26 .29 .056 2.389 .017 .80 
Thought Problems .09 .19 .07 .16 .092 2.746 .006 .58 
Attention Problems .48 .33 .45 .39 .088 3.577 .000 .79 
Aggressive Behavior  .37 .37 .41 .42 .099 -3.878 .000 .76 
Rule-Breaking Behavior .21 .25 .34 .26 .493 -18.435 .000 .73 
Intrusive Behavior .44 .40 .56 .45 .271 -8.737 .000 .64 
Other Problems .52 .22 .45 .28 .257 9.416 .000 .74 
Critical Items .18 .20 .19 .22 .025 -.981 .327 .76 
Internalizing Problems .44 .29 .43 .31 .023 1.095 .274 .84 
Externalizing Problems .33 .29 .41 .33 .275 -10.922 .000 .77 
Total Problems .40 .23 .41 .28 .033 -1.517 .130 .83 

 

d: Cohen s effect size; t: paired samples t-statistic; r: Pearson s correlation coefficient.

adult psychopathology in Albania. In our nationally
representative sample, the eight syndrome model
converged, and RMSEA and secondary indices
(CFI and TLI) indicated a good model fit. The
results supported the eight syndrome model of
ASR and ABCL scales in the Albanian sample and
gender subsamples.
The current study contributes to the literature on
self-reports and collateral reports agreement about
psychological problems of Albanian adults. For the
purpose of comparison we sought data from
parents, children, siblings, spouses/partners, friends
and relatives of the person being assessed. Our
analyses on cross-informant agreements were
intended to examine the consistency between
adult s self-report and close informant s ratings of
adults emotional and behavior problems.
We compared the respondent sample self-reports
on their psychopathology with the informant s
sample collateral reports on the respondents
psychopathology. Our findings on agreement
between respondents and informants reports on
various aspects of adults functioning showed
cross-informant correlations ranging from 0.58 to
0.84, with a mean correlation of 0.75. As expected,
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and ABCL. Moreover, informants reports on item level
added more value to different aspects of psychopa-
thology assessment of Albanian adults beyond what it
had in common with the self-reports (6,7).
It is important to emphasize that literature suggests
that larger discrepancies are related to worst
psychological adjustment (29,30) and it appears likely
that larger discrepancies do not reflect a normative
functioning level, but rather a pathological one.
Consequently, we can assume that the small
discrepancies found between respondents and
informants ratings in the Albanian non-referred
sample reflect a normative psychological functioning
level of the Albanian adults assessed in this study
and not a pathological one.
People often may not see themselves as other can
see them, and thus the may provide different pictures
of their problems than would be obtained from other
persons or relatives, who know them (6,7).
Comparisons between the self-ratings versus the one
of informants ratings have shown that both these
forms can assess independently different aspects of
psychological functioning (31). Our data generated
generally larger correlations between self-reports
and informants reports compared to similar studies
using the cross-informant approach in diverse
cultures (6,7). Diverse factors might have affected
correlations between self-reports and informant
reports of psychopathology in this study such as the
target variables of assessing psychopathology; type
of population being assessed (general population vs.
psychiatric one) and type and sample size of
informants (close family members vs. relatives or
friends). In addition, the correlations between
reports on parallel versions of the same instrument
are usually higher than correlations between reports
on different instruments, because of method
variance common to the parallel instruments (5).
To conclude, our study results show that Albanian
adults are aware, to an acceptable extent, of their
close persons psychological problems.
This study shows some limitations. The non-
referred sample participating in this study was

the Albanian adults had a moderate to high level of
agreement with their close informants. The good
level of cross-informant agreement on the adult s
problems assessed in this study may be explained
by the Albanian adults ability and willingness to
communicate about their problems with their close
persons which provides informants with a very good
knowledge of the person being assessed (27). This
attitude of Albanian being very much involved in with
each-other can be explained with the collectivistic
identity of Albanians (28). The high correlations
between self-reports and informants reports in the
Albanian sample also reflect the accuracy of the data
obtained from both sources (6,7,12).
Although the mean correlation of agreement
between self-reports and collateral reports is
moderately high, the mean differences suggest
differences between the assessment of adults
obtained from self-reports and informant s reports.
Tests of mean level differences in problem scores
showed that respondents self-reported signiûcantly
more problems than informants in Internalizing
Problems, Thought Problems, Attention Problems
and Other problems. In contrary informants reported
significantly higher levels of Externalizing Problems
(including Rule-Breaking Behavior and Intrusive) for
the respondents being assessed compared to
respondents self-reports. As we predicted, results
showed that levels of agreements were higher for
ratings of adults internalizing behavior problems vis-
à-vis their externalizing behavior problems. By
comparing self-reports with reports by informants,
we identified similarities and differences among
Albanian adults reports. The differences between
self-reports and reports by the close persons on the
above mentioned scales indicate that some problems
that are not acknowledged or are not reported by
the person being assessed but that are recognized
and reported by others.
The finding of this study showed that the Albanian
respondents and informants provided a different
picture of psychopathology for the adult being
assessed in scale level of the parallel forms of ASR
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representative of the Albanian adults general
population. No referred sample (psychiatric sample)
was used in this study in order to examine the
potential differences of cross-informant approach
among the referred and not-referred samples. Further
studies using the cross-informant agreement approach
on assessing adult psychopathology should take into
consideration the comparison between referred and
non-referred Albanian representative samples.
There is no doubt that self-reports are needed for the
assessment of mental health. Anyhow, because
reports of psychological problems certainly depend a
lot on the informants perspectives, further studies
should be conducted in different settings that vary on
situation and person variables, in order to obtain a
more comprehensive assessment. Cross-informant
comparisons in further studies can also be used to
determine the degree to which particular problems
are reported by all informants versus only one or
some informants, which may indicate that the
problems are relatively specific to certain situations
or to certain interaction informants. To summarize,
follow-up research could explore these issues in larger,

more diverse community samples and in clinical
samples with additional informants to validate self-
reports and collateral reports of Albanian adults
psychological functioning (27).
Study results showed that clinical constructs of adult
psychopathology were supported in the Albanian
sample. Norm scores and cut-off scores have been
generated separately for men and women of ages
18-35 years and 36-59 years. The questionnaires are
now available to be used by the Albanian mental
health professionals to assess emotional, social and
behavioral problems of the Albanian adults using the
cross-informant approach. We can conclude that the
larger cross-informant correlations for parallel
instruments and also the appropriateness of  users
to compare self-reports with informant reports for
the same items, indicate the use of parallel
instruments whenever possible (11). Finally, we can
admit that the assessment of Albanian individuals
might benefit from supplementing self-reports (using
ASR) with informants reports (using ABCL) for
both clinical and research purposes.

Conflicts of interest: None declared.
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